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Abstract. By now Open Source Topic Engines exist in abundance –
TM4J and OKS for Java, RTM for Ruby, Mappa for Python, Topincs for
PHP, Isidorus for Common Lisp, to name only a few. The same cannot be
said for generic Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) for Topic Maps that are
accessible to end-users. With the upcoming Topic Maps Constraint Language (TMCL) and the growing number of applications using JavaScript
Object Notation (JSON) as transport format, the use of these two important technologies suggests itself to autogenerate GUIs, the challenge
answered by Isidor-UI. This paper explores this question in more details
and presents an Open Source Ajax-based GUI framework that builds on
TMCL and JSON to generate a user interface for a given ontology. It also
suggests a transport protocol for a loosely-coupled server-client model.

1

Introduction

By now Open Source Topic Engines exist in abundance – TM4J [1] and Ontopia
for Java [2], RTM for Ruby [3], Mappa for Python [4], Topincs for PHP [4],
Isidorus for Common Lisp [5], to name only a few. The same cannot be said for
interactive, web-based GUIs for Topic Maps that are both generic, i.e. not tied
to a particular application or ontology, and accessible to end-users typically not
well versed in the Topic Maps technology. Many of the listed engines provide
only or primarily API access to create, manipulate and query the underlying
topic map, with relatively little consideration for user-friendly data entry and
manipulation (this is different for most commercial Topic Maps engines that do
offer high-quality support for Topic Maps editing).
Yet, the challenges for data entry and manipulation are quite similar in most
contexts: Users have to capture topic-type specific data in conformance with the
constraints of a given ontology for that topic type. They must be able to find and
edit existing topics. When editing, users have to be informed about mandatory
and optional elements, be they names, occurrences, associations, each with their
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own types and possibly scopes. Non-validating entries must not be saved to the
server.
With the Topic Maps Constraint Language (TMCL) currently under development and the growing number of applications using JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON) as transport format, the use of these two important technologies suggests
itself to autogenerate such GUIs, the challenge answered by Isidor-UI. This paper
explores this question in more details and presents an Open Source Ajax-based
GUI framework that builds on TMCL and JSON to generate a user interface
for a given ontology. It also suggests a transport protocol for a loosely-coupled
server-client model.
Isidor-UI came into existence as a front end for Isidorus [5]. However, since
it communicates with the server-side backend exclusively through a well-defined
JSON format and a RESTful API, it is by no means bound to that specific
engine. This paper will start with a short explanation of the initial context of
this work, Isidorus, then present the JSON format and the UI-framework.
1.1

Isidorus – a Topic Maps Engine

The Topic Maps engine Isidorus was developed at the University of Applied Sciences in Worms as one of the reference implementations of the SDShare protocol
[6] that is part of the CEN Workshop Agreement eGovShare [7]. The authors
preferred for this task a programming language that is portable across the typical
desktop and server operating systems and encourages a functional programming
style; in the end, the convenience offered by meta object model together with
the persistent object database Elephant [8] made them settle for Common Lisp.
The internal data model of Isidorus mirrors mostly the Topic Maps Data Model
(TMDM) [9], only minor extensions were necessary to support the versioning
of Topic Maps data [10]. Isidorus has im- and exporter for XTM 1.0 and XTM
2.0 and implements the full merging rules specified in the TMDM. Isidorus can
handle any number of different topic maps in one store.
SDShare publishes Topic Maps and their update history via an hierarchy of
ATOM feeds [11]. Some of these feeds make full snapshots of the puplished topic
maps available, whereas others contain Topic Maps fragments, each of which
is associated with a particular topic, the main topic. Additionally a fragment
contains all associations in which the main topic is a role player . All further
topics referenced by the main topic or any contained association are included
as topics stubs. Topic stubs are the base structure of a topic including only
the topic’s identifiers, e.g. topic ID, itemIdentity(s), subjectLocator(s) and the
subjectIdentifier(s).
At this point, Isidorus provided a fully operational (RESTful [12]) service
backend for the storage and publication of Topic Maps. However, the lack of
a convenient user interface that supports data capture and maintenance by users
not versed in Topic Maps in general and one of its exchange formats in particular
became a more and more pressing issue. Therefore, the authors set out to develop
such an interface taking advantage of TMCL [13] and JSON [14] and thereby
abstracting from the specific Topic Maps implementation provided by Isidorus.
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JSON Protocol

The JavaScript Object Notation is a subset of the data model defined for the
JavaScript programming language as described in [15]. This serialization format
is based on strings and the constructs “Object”, “Array”/“List” and “Value”.
There are two reasons for the decision of selecting JSON over other serialization formats, e. g. XML. First of all, there is the close relationship between JSON
and the JavaScript data model. This enables reusing the requested JSON data
directly via the function “eval” and to generate a JavaScript object corresponding to the JSON string. The second point is the shorter notation in comparison
to XML. XML produces a lot of overhead which is suboptimal when using protocols that contain short information strings or a bigger amount of different
sub elements respectively tags that are frequently ping-ponged between client
and server. This is exactly the case when transporting information about Topic
Maps, especially TMCL information containing values of defined cardinalities
expressed by a single number or any regular expressions.
1.3

JSON Model

The JSON data model used in our case transports all necessary information
between the server and the client. It contains different JSON constructs that
represent Topic Maps fragments, constraints and listings of topics.
Our JSON format was developed before the publication of the JSON Topic
Maps (JTM) proposal [16] . It is in many ways comparable to the XTM 2.0 and
JTM formats but with one important difference: we assume that all published
topics carry a subject identifier, hence topics are consistently referenced via
their subjectIdentifier(s), not via topic IDs. This reference method is in our view
preferable since a topic ID is unique only for one serialization (XTM, TM).
Different topics can have the same topic ID even across different serializations
of the same topic map, even more so in the case of multiple topic maps stored
on one server.
A JSON topic reference is always a list of published subject identifiers (PSIs).
Such a list will internally be replaced by the topic object by importing a fragment.
The complete JSON schema is available at [17]. Fig. 1 illustrates the topic
object of a JSON fagment structure by means of a concrete example.
Using fragments implies also the use of topic stubs. Topic stubs are not
explicitly defined in XTM or JTM, but they are commonly understood as topics
stripped of all their occurrences, names, and associations. The merging rules of
TMDM ensure that the stubs are replaced by the corresponding full topics when
they are imported into a topic map that already knows the topic.
The objects “topic” and “association” have similar attributes as the corresponding objects defined in XTM 2.0 and JTM. While there are some syntactical
differences, the logical structure these TM elements are identical.
The distinction between topics and topic stubs results in another difference.
XTM and JTM contain several topics and several associations where as our
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[fontsize=\relsize{-1}]
"topic":{
"id":"t896",
"itemIdentities":null,
"subjectLocators":null,
"subjectIdentifiers":["http://some.where/psis/author/eichendorff"],
"instanceOfs":[["http://some.where/base-psis/author",
"http://some.where/base-psis/author-psi"]],
"names":[{
"itemIdentities":null,
"type":["http://some.where/base-psis/first-name"],
"scopes":null,
"value":"Joseph Karl Benedikt",
"variants":null},
{"itemIdentities":null,
"type":["http://some.where/base-psis/last-name"],
"scopes":null,
"value":"von Eichendorff","variants":null}],
"occurrences":null}
Fig. 1. JSON-topic

JSON data model contains several associations but only one topic. Therefore it
additionally contains topic stubs.
With this JSON object, a network and the internal handlers of Isidorus it
is now already possible to exchange significant data about Topic Maps in any
direction.
1.4

Topic Maps Constraints in JSON

A JSON model consisting only of Topic Maps constructs is not sufficient for the
automatic generation of a user interface for a given ontology. More constructs
that hold information on constraints defined by the Topic Maps Constraint Language (TMCL) are needed. When we started the implementation, the current
TMCL draft was the version dated 2008-08-07. Some changes in the following
version dated 2009-06-16 simplified the handling of TMCL constraints.
In order to define extensions to TMCL standard constraints, one has to
derive a new topic from the “constraint topic” and add an occurrence that
holds a Topic Maps Query Language (TMQL) [18] value. An application that
wants to handle such self-defined constraints must be able to parse and process TMQL statements. For a number of reasons, many of which related to
fundamental issues in the current draft, Isidorus at present has decided not to
implement the current TMQL draft. Isidorus can thus handle standard constraints only. “Handle”, in this context, means not to validate a topic against
the existing constraints for this certain topic type, but to generate a JSON ob-
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ject which contains all constraint information for a given type or a given topic
handled as a topic instance. It is Isidor-UI that actually validates the fragments
against TMCL, making it possible to share that implementation across TM engines.
The first step of generating a JSON TMCL object is to find a certain topic
type plus all its super types for a given topic. This is necessary because all
constraints of a topic’s super type are inherited to the topic itself. To avoid
conflicts it is necessary to remove duplicates and to find contrary constraints for
a special type or value.
While collecting all constraints the engine also checks the type hierarchy of
the analyzed topics, e.g. topictype-constraint, nametype-constraint, associationtype-constraint, etc.
After collecting all constraint topics they are processed step by step to separate their constraint values. There are several functions to generate the JSON
data of the constraint topics. Beside these functions there are also helper functions. Therefore a form of chaining is needed where every function produces
a small part of the final JSON string. Concatenating all strings results the entire
object.
In contrast to a transparent JSON fragment a JSON constraint object is
much larger and complex. One reason for this is the scope and functionality
covered by TMCL. Another one is the fact that a constraint object also carries
possible values that can be used for the defined constraints. This model can be
exploited by the client to suggest values to the user.
A constraint object produced by the server has two components on the top
layer, the object topicConstraints and a set of objects called associationConstraints placed in a list named associationsConstraints. In these two top level
constraint objects all further constraints are contained as sub objects.
The topicConstraints has members for exclusiveInstances, subjectIdentifierConstraints, subjectLocatorConstraints, topicNameConstraints, topicOccurrenceConstraints, and abstractConstraint. All these members are again of composed types.
Generating constraint objects for associations is a similar procedure as the
one described for topics. Only the beginning of collecting the association types
needed for all association constraints is different.
TMCL does not define special association types for all kinds of topic types.
This relationship is defined in a “layer” positioned at the bottom, the so called
role players. It is necessary to find all roles that are able to own a player of the
requested topic (type) and all its subtypes. After collecting these role types all
corresponding association types defined via TMCL have to be found.
The generation of a complete constraint object requires to search all subtypes for the collected association types. Afterwards, the constraint topics can
be collected to get the constraint information of the form with the members
associationType, associationRoleConstraints, rolePlayerConstraints, otherRoleConstraints, and scopeConstraints.
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Server-side RESTful Interface

Isidorus uses a RESTful interface to distribute the generated JSON data. This
is a simple method independent from any kind of transport formats based on
an already existing network communication protocol, the Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) [19].
The RESTful concept uses HTTP methods to change the state of any resource in a network. In that way it is possible to create, read, update and delete
resources. Isidorus offers the possibility of creating and editing TM fragments.
Many of Isidorus’ services return information, e.g. TMCL constructs. Other
services commit data for processing by Isidorus, e.g. services that add new TM
fragments to a topic map. Fortunately, the HTTP protocol supports a number of
different methods that suit different requirements; the former group of services is
implemented by means of the HTTP GET method, the latter use HTTP POST
or PUT.
Efficiency considerations on the one hand and the sought generality on the
other hand require a variety of services in the server side API of Isidor-UI:
1. The base task is handled by “return-json-fragment”, a function that returns
a TM fragment and evokes internally the generic function “to-json-string”.
To request a certain topic the client sends a HTTP GET request with a URL
containing a subjectIdentifier. A function searches a corresponding fragment,
transforms it to a JSON string and sends it to the client.
2. The converse of the GET handler is an interface that can be called via
an HTTP POST or PUT. The package contains a JSON fragment that is
desirialized by “json-commit” followed by “json-to-elem” to the internal data
model after which the server can make the fragment persistent.
3. For a client it is also important to get to know all existing topics in the
data base. This can be done by the handler “return-topic-psis”, an interface
that exports a list of PSI lists. With this information a client can display
a general overview of all existing topics.
4. To create new topics from valid topic types defined with TMCL another
handler, “return-all-tmcl-types”, that returns a list similar to the construct
described in point 3 is needed. But instead of offering all topics only the topics
which are allowed to be used as topic types and which are not declared as
abstract types are offered.
5. The procedure for topic instances is equivalent to point 4 and is provided by
“return-all-tmcl-instances”.
6. The implemented client uses TMCL information to generate a fragment template for the user. That makes it important to offer a TMCL interface. One
interface is implemented for creating topics which generates all constraints
of the topic type and its super types. The request is either a HTTP POST
or PUT with a JSON array of subjectIdentifiers, realized by the handler
“return-tmcl-info-of-psis”. It contains all types of the new topic that will be.
This data is processed by the internal function “get-constraints-of-fragment”.
Isidorus is able to merge all constraints that are equal or to find contrary
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constraints. The client gets exactly one constraint object and does not need
to merge several objects. This procedure is recommended since the server
has to be able to merge constraints of different (sub) types anyway and so
this task does not need to be implemented twice.
7. To differ between types and instances there is a second handler for instance
topics, equivalent to point 6 but using different parameters. This is important
because direct constraints defined for the given topic are not used. In this
case all constraints of the topic’s types have to be processed.
8. Since the client features some additional functions the server offers an interface (return-overview) that returns an object which represents the internal topic hierarchy as a tree view. Starting with the topic “topictype”, if a
“topictype-constraint” exists. Otherwise the view may own more roots which
represent topics that are neither instances of a topic type nor subtypes of a
topic.
9. An additional service offers topic stub information to a subjectIdentifier.
This communication is similar to the one in point 1 and is expressed by
the function “return-topic-stub-of-psi”. The difference is the returned JSON
string that contains only one single topic stub instead of a full fragment.
For more flexibility the URLs of all RESTful handlers can be configured
individually.

3

The AJAX Client

The user interface of Isidorus is generated by a loosely-coupled AJAX client; it
is therefore possible to replace this component as long as the used RESTful API
is supported.
Because of the serialization format and the programming language the decision for an AJAX driven client is obvious. Another advantage is the wide
distribution of web browsers which are able to execute JavaScript code, so the
user does not need to install any kind of additional applications.
After a short evaluation of the available AJAX framework the authors settled
for Prototype JS [20] that makes the programming of the client very straighforward. All needed features – like AJAX requests, manipulating the DOM, processing JSON data, and changing the CSS style – are offered by this framework.
These features are brought together in a combination of an object model and
additional functions to handle or extend the data model. The server’s RESTful
API is used to generate all information for creating a corresponding fragment
mask. It is created by requesting the constraints for a topic. With the obtained
information and the defined JavaScript data model the client creates the fragment mask represented by a DOM. Afterwards, the generated DOM is inserted
into the one already existing in the HTML document.
Before submitting the user fragment all user data is validated against the
requested constraints and only sent when the validation succeeded. (It is commonplace that, for security reasons, the client side validation cannot replace any
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Fig. 2. Client-Server-Communication

server side validation; but it is an effective measure to reduce the network traffic
and consequently the client’s responsiveness.)
If the user wants to edit an existing fragment the procedure contains two
additional steps. Before requesting the TMCL information the fragment corresponding to a selected PSI is asked for. After obtaining the TMCL data the client
is able to insert the fragment data into generated elements for certain TMCL
constructs.
Fig. 2 visualizes a communication schema between the client and the server
when editing an existing fragment. The form the user will see as a result of this
exchange is examplified in Fig. 3.
The top-layer classes are composed of the base classes SelectrowC and TextrowC. Both are derived from FrameC and provide the basic functionalities for
all classes in the higher layers. A difficuilty is that you never know when and
how many instances are created by the user. This is why JavaScript focuses
on callback functions and therefore requires a central memory of all instanciated
objects. This requirement is achieved by the parameter owner in the constructor
where all instances push themselves into the owner -array.
All higher classes are derived from ContainerC, which differs from FrameC
only by the lack of the owner-array. The number of instances of ContainerC is
static. Only the inner elements of ContainerC are dynamic; e.g. an object of
the type OccurrenceContainerC only existing once in TopicC contains several
instances of OccurrenceC.
Exception in this case: Classes like NameC, OccurrenceC, RoleC, etc. also
derived from ContainerC can be created dynamically. This can be achieved by
a function that extends instances of latter types by adding more functionality.
A selection of the data model is shown in figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Isidor-UI UML (ContainerC))

The GUI of Isidorus differs from GUIs of other Topic Maps enigines , e.g.
Wandora [21], Topincs [22], primarily by working with a predefined schema.
Isisodurs-UI is dependent on Topic Maps Constraint Language to display a TM
template. Only valid TM constructs are submitted and processed by the server –
whereas the schema in [22] and [21] is only a structural help for the user. Another
basical difference is the application’s architecture. Wandora is a Java desktop
application trying to act like a browser – the other two are AJAX applications
trying to act like a desktop application.
Furthermore Wandora varies in the following:
– offers a subset of Topic Maps’ functionalities, e.g. only one name per topic,
scopes can only be used partially
– the focus lies on a tree view representing all existing topics, from where the
user has the possibility to edit topics or associations
– carrying out actions on Topic Maps constructs requires the user to work his
way through context menus

4

Problems

While planning and implementing the general function and communication protocol we faced some difficulties: The TMCL standard is still in draft status and
did indeed change while Isidor-UI was implemented; we can’t rule out further
(significant) changes before the standard is approved. There consequently is the
risk that such changes may entail an adaption of the way Isidorus and the JSON
model handle TMCL constructs.
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Fig. 4. Isidorus-GUI (Topic)

In conjunction with the TMCL draft and the implemented modules it is
currently not clear how to recognize contrary constraints that depend on regular
expressions and exhibit a subset of matching values. This causes problems by
inserting existing data into generated DOM elements for some constraints.
As a consequence of generating a TM fragment of TMCL information, it
is unavoidable to use strict validation and generate the available values in any
kind of selection boxes. This excludes values not defined in a TMCL schema or
actually the standard itself. So it is currently not possible to offer any information
about name variants. For a complete variant element it is necessary to generate
e.g. scopes. This is not possible with the standard constraints of the TMCL.
The decision to build the user interface on AJAX/JavaScript is at the core of
one of Isidor-UI’s strength, namely that is is available without client installation
on all typical desktop operating systems. At the same time, the sometimes more,
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sometimes less subtle differences between the JavaScript implementation of different web browsers poses a major challenge when developing a complex UI. Often the modifications required to port a feature to another browser platform are
limited to a single function or method. Sometimes, though, the workarounds for
a browser peculiarity require a time consuming refactoring. Since the browsers’
JavaScript implementations tend to change with each browser release, continued
maintenance of Isidor-UI’s JavaScript code will be unavoidable.

5

Conclusion

The paper set out to show that we can generate an appealing interactive AJAX
user interface directly from a TMCL description. Isidor-UI evaluates the constraints set by a given ontology and creates a validating UI that communicates
with the server through a RESTful API using JSON. At present we have implemented this interface exlusively for the Topic Maps engine Isidorus, but in
principle it can be used in conjunction with any other conforming backend — and
vice versa of course. The client is replaceable by any other front-end application
that is able to handle the used JSON mode.
This is not to say that there are no problems. Some issues stem from interoperability issues with AJAX itself. For full acceptability AJAX should provide
a ubiquitous and effectively standardized technology – not only the standard on
paper but also its support across browsers. While it is not something we can do
much about, the current situation is a impediment to the serious development
of web-based GUIs.
A second point is linked to the shifting nature of Topic Maps standards, especially TMCL and (to a lesser extend) TMQL. Hence, a stable version of the
TMCL draft is needed to support every constraint that belongs to the TMCL
standard subset. Such consistency is urgently needed for all sub-standards belonging to the Topic Maps family. Currently there is a high circulation by updating some key drafts that seriously impact implementations.
That said, Isidor-UI shows that it is possible to produce a generic, interactive, cross-platform, cross-browser and (at least potentiallly) cross-engine UI for
editing topic maps.
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